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This contract is divided into four main tasks: cell manufacture, acceptance and
lot certification of cells, performance testing of cells, and abuse testing of cells.
Li/BCX 149 DD cells (PN 3B2085-XA) were built according to the provisions of
Electrochem Industries Quality Plan 17096. Acceptance and lot certification
testing was performed according to NASA JSC Document EP5-83-025, Revision B.
Acceptance testing included open circuit and load voltage check, visual
examination, size and weight measurements, and high temperature exposure.
Lot certification tests were performed for capacity performance and for
performance under conditidns of thermal and electrical abuse. These tests
included 149°C exposure, capacity discharge, fuse check, high temperature
exposure, high rate discharge, short circuit, vibration, and overdischarge testing.
A quantity of 200 cells was delivered to Johnson Space Center for life test evalu-
ation. A parametric evaluation of the capacity discharge of Li/BCX DD cells was
performed over a variety of temperatures and discharge rates. This testing served
to map the performance capability of the cell. Tests were also performed over a
variety of electrical and thermal abuse conditions. Abuse tests included short
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The Lithium/BCX DD cell produced by the Electrochem Industries
Division of Wilson Greatbatch Limited was redesigned to withstand
exposure to elevated temperatures. This request was made by NASA in
response to new space application lot sample screening techniques
involving thermal soaks at 149°C. Contract NAS 9-17821 addressed the
specific cell design improvements for the DD cell. The present contract is
for the qualification of the newly designed Li/BCX 149 DD cell.
This contract is divided into the following basic tasks: manufacture of
Li/BCX 149 DD cells, acceptance and lot certification testing, electrical
performance testing, and abuse testing.
In Task 1, the DD cells were constructed according to the design proved to
withstand the 149°C exposure under contract NAS 9-17821. This design
uses a shortened cell stack and a thicker header compared to the stan-
dard design employed by Electrochem Industries in their commercial
product. The cells were made by the standard Electrochem Industries
manufacturing practices as modified by NASA JSC Document EP5-83-025,
Revision B.
Task 2 was directed at the lot acceptance and certification testing of the
cells as outlined in the NASA JSC Document EP5-83-025, Revision B. This
testing was conducted on a lot of sufficient size to provide enough cells for
the testing outlined below and for delivery of 200 cells to JSC for life test
evaluation.
Task 3 was carried out to map the performance capability of the cell.
Electrical performance testing of fresh cells was conducted over four
discharge temperatures and four different loads. Cell currents, voltages,
and temperatures were monitored during discharge, and capacities were
determined for a variety of voltage cutoffs.
Task 4 involved cell testing over a variety of electrical and thermal abuse
conditions. The response of the cells to short circuits, charging, overdis-
charging, high temperature exposure, and shock and vibration was
examined.
This work was funded under Contract NAS 9-18142 administered by the
Johnson Space Flight Center under the direction of Mr. B. J. Bragg.
i
2. Manufacture Li/BCX 149 DD Cells (Task 1)
A total of 672 Li/BCX 149 DD cells (four lots) were constructed according to the
provisions of Electrochem Industries Quality Plan 17096. Table 1 indicates
the date code, certification lot number, and pour date for each tray of 48 cells.
A quantity of 200 cells was delivered to JSC following the completion of
acceptance and lot certification tests. The remaining cells were utilized for
performance and abuse tests.








































The following general documents for the commercial DD cells were modified
as required and used in Ceil production:
1. Bill of Materials
2. Product Drawings
3. Bulk Specifications

































6. Quality Control Instructions
7. Lot Travelers
Raw materials, piece parts, subassemblies and final assemblies are defined
by drawings. These drawings include appropriate dimensional, physical,
chemical, marking, and processing requirements. In addition, work
instructions for fabrication and inspection operations are written and
referenced on the drawings and/or travelers.
All inspections (receiving, in-process, and final) are described in quality
control instructions and all fabrication/inspection operations and operators
ai, e identified on work travelers.
All drawings are listed on a Bill of Materials (B/M), indented to distinguish
between assemblies, sub-assemblies, component parts and raw material.
WGL has developed a carefully controlled system of implementation and
modification of manufacturing and control processes. This set of procedures
was followed in the manufacturing of all cells required for this contract.
The steps which were taken to insure proper processes and documentation
are the following:
1) Following an approved design concept, preliminary drawings are developed
which are listed in an indented format to reflect a distinction between
assemblies, subassemblies, piece parts, and raw materials. These
drawings must be signed by Engineering, Quality, Manufacturing,
Technology, and Purchasing representatives prior to release to the
manufacturing floor.
2) Raw materials are documented in a drawing format and include appropriate
physical and chemical parameters and tolerances.
3) Detailed drawings are prepared for the cells assembled in the pack
configuration form.
4) Additional Build Instructions are developed to augment drawing
specification where appropriate.
5) Travelers are generated which specify the sequence of operations and
provide for component traceability, operator/inspecter identification, and the
quantity accepted/rejected and why.
6) Discrepant material is quarantined pending disposition by a Material Review
Board (MRB), consisting of Engineering, Quality, Manufacturing, and
Technology representatives. When appropriate, Purchasing, Marketing,
and Customer representatives may participate.
3
3. Acceptance and Lot Certification Testing (Task 2)
Acceptance testing was carried out according to reference document
NASA JSC Document EP5:83-_5, Revision B. The acceptance test require-
ments outlined therein involve the measurement of the open circuit voltage,
visual inspection, physical measurement of the cell size and weight, and
71°C exposure of all cells manufactured. A total of 657 cells successfully
passed the acceptance test requirements. Acceptance test data were
packaged with the cells and shipped to JSC.
Lot sample tests for cell capacity, and thermal and electrical abuse were
also carried out according to the aforementioned reference document. The
number of cells required for each test was based on a percentage of the
production lot size. For a lot size of 657 cells, this entailed a total of 129 cells
broken down as follows: four cells were subjected to the 149°C exposure test;
41 cells were d]schargedtodete_mine capacity and were then subjected to
forced overdischarge conditions as described in NASA JSC Document EP5-
83-025, Revision B; 41 cells were subjected to the high temperature
storage/high rate discharge tests; 27 cells were subjected to short circuit
conditions; 16 cells were subjected to vibration/high rate discharge tests.
The tests for the certification sequence are shown in Figure 1. The complete
NASA JSC Document EP5-83-025, Revision B appears in appendix A. Lot
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w
4. Performance Testing (Task 3)
Electrical performance testing was conducted on 170 fresh cells according to
the test matrix shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2: Electrical Performance Test Matrix
LOAD DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE
Ohms -40°C - 18°C RT** 71°C
101.0 10 cells 12 12
1.5 10 10 12 10
5.0 10 10 12 10
10.0 10 10 12 10
Discharge tests were conducted in a heavily insulated room during the month
of July. The test temperature range for the RT group was 28°C to 32°C which is
approximately 3 to 7 degrees higher than the nominal room temperature.
Following the initial discharge, a delta discharge was performed on all cells
at room temperature under a 20 ohm load. Cell capacities were determined
to voltage cutoffs of 3.0, 2.5, 2.0, and 1.5 volts, and delta capacities determined
to 1.5 volts. Individual cell capacities are presented in Table 3 along with
group averages and standard deviations. Discharge curves are presented
in Figures 2 - 33. Figure 34 illustrates the relationship between average
delivered capacity and rate of discharge. Results indicate that cells that
were discharged under 5.0 ohms or 10.0 ohms delivered greater average
capacity than cells that were discharged under 1.0 ohms or 1.5 ohms. As
temperature was increased from -40°C to room temperature, the average
delivered capacity of the cells increased. As temperature was increased
from room temperature to 71°C, average performance was shown to
decrease.
Temperature of two cells per group was monitored. Cell peak temperature
values are presented in Table 4. The variation in cell temperature readings
within a group may be due to variable placement of the thermocouple. A
greater amount of heat is generated in the vicinity of the anode lead and
consequently the position of the thermocouple on the cylindrical surface of
the cell could affect the temperature reading. Graphs of the temperature
versus time relationship are included in Appendix C. One cell (SN 18292)
that was discharged under 5 ohms at -18°C was destructively analyzed due to
inferior performance. This cell delivered only 3.6 Ah to 1.5 volts. Results of
the destructive analysis are presented in the Quality Control Department
Destructive Analysis Report which appears in Appendix D. There were no
observed abnormalities or signs of discharge thus indicating that the cell
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Table 4" Cell Peak Temperatures during Performance Testing
m
Test Discharge Peak
Serial Temperatu re Rate Temperature
Number (°C) (ohms) (°C)
18216 71 1.0 89.8
18220 71 1.0 89.1
18258 7t 1.5 85.0
18262 71 1.5 75.5
18300 71 5.0 77.0
18304 71 5.0 77.5
18342 71 10.0 76.6
18346 71 10.0 76.6
18192 29 1.0 67.3
18196 29 1.0 52.5
18236 31 1.5 45.3
18240 31 1.5 47.4
18282 32 5.0 37.4
18278 32 5.0 40.0
18320 28 10.0 32.1























18310 -40 1.0 -3.3
18230 -40 1.0 -1.3
18268 -40 1.5" " -22.8
18272 -40 1.5 -25.0
18226 -40 5.0 -15.0
18314 -40 5.0 -29.5
18352 -40 10.0 -33.8



























5.1 Short Circuit Tests
Uninsulated cell short circuit tests were conducted on a total of 51 cells
under resistances of 0.5 ohms, 0.1 ohms, or 0.05 ohms; with initial cell
temperatures of room temperature or 71°C. The minimum resistance
which would not fuse internal plate tab connections was estimated to be
0.05 ohms. However, comprehensive testing would be required in order to
determine this exact value. Cells were tested horizontally on a wooden block
in order to insulate them from the test oven. Cell voltage, current, and
temperature were measured for these tests such that a precise
measurement of the heat generated during the short circuit condition could
be calculated. Cell temperature was monitored by attaching thermocouples
to each cell. The termination of the short circuit test was defined as a
decrease in cell temperature for a period of at least 15 minutes.
Test parameters and results are presented in Short Circuit Test Report
90-014 which appears in Appendix E. Cells that were tested at room
temperature under 0.5 ohms, and cells tested at 71°C under 0.5 ohms did not
evidence any physical changes. Two cells (SN 32/A299B and SN 31/C249C)
that were tested at room temperature under 0.1 ohms evidenced a loss of
internal continuity indicating that the internal leads may have fused. Both
of these cells were x-rayed and destructively analyzed. Results of the
destructive analyses are presented in the Quality Control Department
Destructive Analysis Reports which appear in Appendix F. Both x-ray and
destructive analysis results confirmed that internal leads had fused. The
remainder of the cells from this group did not evidence any physical
changes. Cells that were tested at 71°C under 0.1 ohms evidenced case
swelling and or rupture, and therefore testing was discontinued. One cell
that was tested at room temperature under 0.05 ohms evidenced a loss of
internal continuity while the remainder of the cells from this group were not
affected physically or exhibited slight case swelling. Five of the six cells that
were tested at 71°C under 0.05 ohms exhibited a loss of internal continuity,
while one cell from this group ruptured approximately 10.5 minutes after
the short was applied. In conclusion, loss of internal continuity occurred in
cells that were short circuit tested at room temperature under 0.1 or 0.05
ohms, and cells that were short circuit tested at 71°C under 0.05 ohms.
The temperature profile inside a cell during short circuit has not been well
established. Thus, the correlation between external case temperature and
the temperature inside a cell at any given location is not known. It is
possible that the internal temperature of a cell may exceed the external cell
case temperature by several degrees. This provides some explanation as to
how a cell with a skin temperature of only 149.5°C could rupture as did
SN 20/B249A. Test results indicate that three cells experienced cell case
temperatures of>186°C but did not rupture. This phenomenon has been
observed in other BCX models. It has been postulated that molten lithium
forms a pool in the cell case without causing a violent reaction. This may be
related to the state of discharge of the cell and/or the orientation of the cell
during the short circuit condition. As this is an intermittent occurrence,
further work would need to be performed in order to gain a better
understanding of this phenomenon.
Cells that were not damaged or destroyed were discharged at room
temperature under 20 ohm loads following short circuit testing. Individual
and average cell capacities to 3.0, 2.5, 2.0, and 1.5 volts are presented in Table
5 along with calculations of standard deviation. Discharge curves are
shown in Figures 35 - 42.
For three cells per rate/temperature combination, the total heat generated
during the short circuit condition was calculated by integrating the current
versus time curve and multiplying this value by the instantaneous voltage
drop as indicated in equation (1). Integration of the current versus time
curve (amps vs. seconds) yields capacity in amp-seconds. Total energy in the
form of joules (volt-amp-seconds) was obtained by multiplying the capacity
(amp-seconds) by the change in voltage (volts). The change in voltage (AV)
was determined by subtracting the short circuit voltage (Vsc) from the open
circuit voltage (Voc) of the cell just prior to the short circuit. A conversion






Heat = (AV] I dt )/4.18 where AV = Voc - Vsc (1) m
The amount of heat used to raise the cell temperature from the initial to the
peak value was then calculated as illustrated in equation (2). Values were
obtained by multiplying the known heat capacity of the cell by the rise in
temperature (K) and by the weight (grams) of the cell. The heat capacity of a
Li_CX DD cell was determined in Contract NAS 9-17821 to be 0.2 cal/gK.
The temperature rise (AT) was obtained by subtracting the initial cell
temperature (Winitial) from the peak cell temperature (Wpeak). The average




Heat (calories) = 0.2 cal/gK(AT)(206 g) where AT = Tpeak - Tinitial
The total amount of heat generated was compared to the amount of heat used
to raise the cell temperature. These values are shown in Table 6. Variation
in total circuit resistance affects the current and therefore affects the rate of
discharge. Thus, variable contact resistance as well as other factors
affecting the total circuit resistance may account for the observed variation
in the calculated heat values. Results indicate that approximately 65 - 96% of
the total heat generated is lost by a combination of conductive, convective,
and radiant effects, and thus the peak temperature of a cell during short
circuit is not an accurate indicator of the amount of heat generated by the
cell. These findings suggest that since a majority of the heat generated is
lost to the surrounding environment, insulated cells tested under the same










Charging tests were conducted on a total of 29 discharged cells and 29 fresh
cells at rates of 350 mA (96 hours), 1.0 A (24 hours), and 3.5 A (5 hours).
During recharge testing, cell voltage and current were monitored, and the
surface temperature of the ccl| was determined by a thermocouple measure-
ment. Test parameters and results are presented in Charging Test Report
90-013 which appears in Appendix G. Cells that were tested ate350 mA and












any physical changes. Nine of the ten fresh cells that were tested at 3.5 A
experienced case rupture, while one cell from this group exhibited a vent
through the glass seal and case. Nine of the ten discharged cells that were
tested at 3.5 A did not evidence any physical changes. However, one cell
from this group (SN 32/D249A) experienced a vent through the glass seal
23 seconds after the start of test. This cell had been discharged at -18°C
under a 1.0 ohm load. The open circuit voltage of this ceil was lower than
any other cell in this test group.
After these tests, the cells were discharged at room temperature under
10 ohm loads. The discharge system currently in use is not equipped with
an automatic cut-off unit, and thus cells were discharged below 1.5 volts
under 10 ohms. Consequently, the cells were not discharged under 20 ohm
loads. Individual and average cell capacities are presented in Table 7 along
with calculations of standard deviation. Discharge curves are are shown in
Figures 43 - 46.
5.3 Overdischarge Tests
Overdischarge testing was performed on a total of 170 discharged cells over
three rates (350 mA, 2.0 A, and 5.0 A) and two temperatures (room temp-
erature and 71°C), with and without protective diodes. Cells from the
capacity performance tests were used for testing, and were allowed to stand
under open circuit conditions for two weeks prior to the commencement of
the overdischarge tests. Cells were first tested with diodes installed to
prevent overdischarge. The diodes were then removed and the tests were
repeated without the diode protection. Current, voltage, and skin temp-
erature were monitored throughout each test. An additional sequence of
tests was performed with no diodes for the three rates and two temperatures
as outlined above. Test parameters and results are summarized in
Overdischarge Report 90-044 which appears in Appendix H. In the
discussion that follows, physical changes are referred to as changes that can
be observed by visual inspection such as heat stains, case swelling, or
venting. Temperature increases are not classified as physical changes. The
temperature of some cells may have increased slightly due to an increase in
the temperature of the test area, however, temperature increases of <10°C are
considered insignificant. The temperature profile of some cells was shown to
increase and then decrease rapidly. These temperature diversions are
referred to as temperature spikes and are noted in Overdischarge Report 90-
044. In some instances, the temperature was shown to increase beyond the
upper limit of the chart recorder (250°C), and thus the peak temperature of
the spike was not recorded.
350 mA/Room Temperature:
Cells that were tested at 350 mA for 16 hours at room temperature without
diodes and cells that were tested with and then without diodes did not
evidence any physical changes or significant temperature increases as a
result of the overdischarge condition.
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350 mA/71°C:
A group of cells was tested at 350 mA for 16 hours at 71°C without diodes.
One cell from this group (SN 43/E249) evidenced a temperature spike. This
cell reached 209.0°C at 6.2 hours and evidenced a heat stain on its case. The
remaining cells from this group did not evidence any physical changes or
significant temperature increases. Cells that were tested at 350 mA for 16
hours with and then without diodes did not evidence any physical changes or
significant temperature increases.
2 A/Room Temperature:
Two cells that were tested at 2 A for 16 hours without diodes evidenced heat
stains on their cases. One of these cells (SN 1/D249C) evidenced a tempera-
ture spike. This cell reached 175.5°C at 6 hours. The average time to peak
temperature for this group of cells was 6.0 hours. The average peak
temperature was 63.9°C. Cells that were tested with diodes did not evidence
any physical changes. The average time to peak temperature was 24.0
minutes. The average peak temperature was 43.3°C. The same cells when
tested without diode protection evidenced heat stains on their cases. The
average time to peak temperature without diode protection was 6.0 hours.
The average peak temperature was 93.3°C.
2 A/71°C:
Cells that were tested at 2 A for 16 hours without diodes evidenced a degree of
swelling. A few of the cells showed heat stains on their cases. One cell from
this group (SN 24/C249B) evidenced a temperature spike. This cell reached
178.5°C at 12.8 hours. The average time to peak temperature for this group of
cells was 5.1 hours. The average peak temperature was 136.3°C. Cells that
were tested at 2 A for 16 hours with diodes did not evidence any physical
changes. The average time to peak temperature was 40.5 minutes. The
average peak temperature was 104.3°C. Several of these cells when tested
without diodes evidenced case swelling and/or heat stains. Two cells from
this group evidenced temperature spikes. SN 43/A299A reached 100.0°C at
44.0 minutes and SN 11/C249C increased to greater than 250°C at 8.6 hours.
Both of these cells evidenced heat stains on their cases. The average time to
peak temperature for this group of cells was 5.5 hours. The average peak
temperature was 112.5°C.
5 A/Room Temperature:
Four cells that were tested at 5 A for 16 hours without diodes vented through the
glass seal. Several cells evidenced heat stains and case swelling. Two cells
from this group evidenced temperature spikes. SN 46/E249A and SN 42/B249B
increased to greater than 250°C at 2.7 hours and 3.2 hours respectively. The
average time to peak temperature for this group was 2.6 hours. The average
peak temp- erature was 171.3°C. Cells that were tested at 5 A for 16 hours with
diodes did not evidence any physical changes. The average time to peak
temperature was 33.0 minutes. The average peak temperature was 52.8°C.
Two of these cells when tested without diodes vented. Several of the cells


















mspike. This cell reached 181.0°C at 3.6 hours. One cell from this group did not
evidence any physical changes. The average time to peak temperature for this
group was 1.8 hours. The average peak temperature was 120.6°C.
5 A/7 I°C:
Several cells that were tested at 5 A for 16 hours without diodes evidenced
heat stains, and three cells vented through the glass seal. Case swelling was
also evident. One cell from this group (SN 17/C249C) evidenced a temp-
erature spike. This cell increased to greater than 250°C at 6.5 hours. The
average time to peak temperature for this group was 2.4 hours. The average
peak temperature was 150.8°C. Cells that were tested with diodes did not
evidence any physical changes. The average time to peak temperature
was 43.5 minutes. The average peak temperature was 52.8 °C. These cells
when tested without diodes evidenced heat stains and case swelling. The
average time to peak temperature was 1.2 hours. The average peak
temperature was 120.6°C.
5.4 High Temperature Exposure Tests
High temperature exposure tests were conducted on ten fresh and ten
discharged cells. The cells were exposed to a temperature of 149°C for
one hour. There was no evidence of electrolyte leakage in any of the cells.
The fresh cells were subsequently discharged at room temperature under
10 ohm loads, and then under 20 ohm loads. Individual cell capacities are
presented in Table 8 along with group averages and standard deviations.
Cells were discharged below 1.5 volts under 10 ohms, and thus delta capacity
values are negligible. Discharge curves are shown in Figures 47 and 48.
5.5 Shock and Vibration Tests
Shock and vibration tests were performed to evaluate cell mechanical
environmental tolerance. Test parameters and results are detailed in
MGA Research Corporation Shock and Vibration Report which appears
in Appendix I. The cells were subsequently discharged under 10 ohm
loads at room temperature, and then under 20 ohm loads. Individual and
average cell capacities are presented in Table 9 along with calculations of
standard deviation. Cells were discharged below 1.5 volts under 10 ohms,
and thus delta capacity values are negligible. Discharge curves are shown




Table 5: Capacities of Short Circuited DD Cells under a 20 ohm Load ,=,
Run
Number • Ah to 3.0 V Ah to 2.5 V Ah to 2.0 V Ah to 1.5 V
6524 17.8 i8.4 18.6
6525 0.6 3.7 5.2
6526 0.0 6.0 6.8
6527 1.2 6.0 7.1
6528 0.0 4.8 5.8
6529 0.0 4.2 6.3
6530 0.0 8.0 8.8
6531 17.2 17.7 17.9
6532 0.0 4.2 5.0
6533 19.0 19.8 20.2
6534 0.0 3.3 3.8
6535 18.3 19.3 19.6
6536 0.0 3.0 3.6
6537 0.0 3.4 3.8
6538 15.5 15.8 16.1
6539 12.0 12.6 12.8
6540 18.1 18.7 19.0
6541 14.6 15.0 15.2
6542 0.0 5.8 7.0
6543 0.0 5.6 6.6
6544 0.0 11.5 12.4
6545 0.0 0.0 1.4
6546 0.0 6.6 7.0
6547 0.0 6.4 7.6
6548 30 7.4 8.0
6549 10.0 12.2 12.8
6550 1.0 3.2 4.6
6551 3.2 5.3 5.9
6552 4.8 5.9 6.4
6553 6.3 9.0 9.2
6554 5.8 7.8 8.4
6555 3.1 4.6 5.2
6556 1.7 3.0 3.8
6557 11.1 14.1 14.6
6558 0.0 5.9 7.1
6559 17.5 18.4 18.6






































Average 6.0 9.5 10.3 10.6
SD 7.0 5.7 5.4 5.4
* Run number assigned for graphing purposes only -
























uTable 6: Heat Generated by DD Cells during Short Circuit Tests
Test Discharge Heat Generated
Temperature Rate by Cell





24 50 2 (D249A) 17.6
29 38 (E249B) 15.1




25 100 3 (C249B) 15.1
27 1 (D249B) 15.1





19 500 39 (A249B) 47.7
23 32 C(C249C) 38.0




71 50 Not Available
71 100 17 (E249A) 34.9
71 28 (B249B) i5.5
71 42 (D249B) 29.4
71 500 29 (D249C) 11.3
71 30 (D249B) 30.5









* Amount of heat used to raise cell temperature from initial to peak value used to illustrate
the substantial amount of heat which is lost to the surrounding environment
w
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CIRCUIT 0.5 OHM AT RT
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Table 7: Capacities of Recharged DD Cells under a 10 ohm Load
Run
Number* Ah to 3.0V Ah to 2.5V Ah to 2.0V Ah to 1.5V AAh to 1.5V
19855 20.2 21.0 21.5 22.0 0.0
19856 24.2 24.6 24.9 25.1 0.0
19857 17.3 17.7 18.0 18.2 0.0
19858 0.0 0.1 1.9 4.0 0.0
19859 25.2 25.4 25.5 25.6 0.0
19860 12.6 14.3 15.0 15.4 0.0
19861 14.8 15.4 15.7 15.8 0.0
19862 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
19863 23.8 24.4 24.6 24.7 0.0
19864 24.6 25.1 25.2 25.4 0.0
19865 16.4 17.5 18.2 18.6 0.0
19866 25.0 25.4 25.5 25.6 0.0
19867 24.7 25.1 25.3 25.4 0.0
19868 24.9 25.3 25.6 25.7 0.0
19869 25.1 25.5 25.7 25.8 0.0
19870 24.9 25.4 25.6 25.8 0.0
19871 25.1 25.6 25.8 26.0 0.0
19872 0.0 5.5 6.8 7.2 0.0
19873 23.8 24.3 24.6 24.7 0.0
19874 25.0 25.4 25.6 25.7 0.0
Average 18.9 19.65 20.1 20.3
SD 9.0 8.5 8.3 8.0
* Run number assigned for graphing purposes only -
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Table 8: Capacities of High Temperature Exposed DD Cells under a 10 ohm load
Run
Number* Ah to 3.0V Ah to 2.5V Ah to 2.0V Ah to 1.5V
18435 28.4 28.6
18436 27.6 28.0






-- 18443 28.8 29.2






* Run number assigned for graphing purposes only -
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Table 9: Capacities of Shocked and Vibrated DD Cells under a 10 ohm Load i
m
Run -'
Number* Ah to 3.0V Ah to 2.5V Ah to 2.0V Ah to 1.5V AAh to 1.5V
18919 28.8 29.0 29.2 29.4 0.0 ==
18920 26.8 27.2 27.4 27.6 0.0
18921 27.4 27.7 27.9 28.0 0.0 ==
18922 27.6 27.9 28.1 28.2 0.0
18923 26.5 26.8 26.9 27.0 0.0
18924 26.3 26.6 26.9 27.2 0.0
I
18925 26.2 26.6 26.9 27.1 0.0
18926 26.6 27.0 27.2 27.5 0.0 ==
18927 28.2 28.6 28.7 28.8 0.0
18928 28.2 28.6 28.7 28.8 0.0 ""
Average 27.3 27.6 27.8 28.0 0.0
SD 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 ==
* Run number assigned for graphing purposes only -
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6.1 Manufacture Li/BCX 149 DD Cells
A total of 672 Li/BCX DD cells were constructed in four separate lots
according to the provisions of Electrochem Industries Quality Plan 17096.
The cells were constructed according to the design proved to withstand the
149°C exposure under contract NAS 9-17821. This design uses a shortened
cell stack and a thicker header compared to the standard design employed by
Electrochem Industries in their commercial product.
6.2 Acceptance and Lot Certification Testing
Acceptance testing was performed according to NASA JSC Document
EP5-83-025, Revision B. These requirements involved open circuit and load
voltage check, visual examination, physical measurements of cell size and
weight, and high temperature exposure. A total of 657 cells successfully
passed all acceptance test requirements. Lot sample tests for cell capacity,
and thermal and electrical abuse were then performed on a total of 129 cells.
These tests included 149°C exposure, capacity discharge, fuse check, high
temperature exposure, high rate discharge, short circuit, vibration, and
overdischarge. Following the completion of acceptance and lot certification
testing, a quantity of 200 cells was delivered to Johnson Space Center for life
test evaluation.
6.3 Performance Testing
Electrical performance testing was conducted on a total of 170 cells over
four temperatures (-40, -18, RT, or 71°C), and at four discharge rates (1.0,
1.5, 5.0, or 10.0 ohms). After the cells were discharged to below 1.5 volts
under the above conditions, a delta discharge was performed on the cells
at room temperature under a 20 ohm load. One cell that was discharged
under 5 ohms at -18°C was destructively analyzed due to inferior perform-
ance (3.6 Ah to 1.5 volts). Destructive analysis results indicate that the cell
may have been inadvertently short circuited during testing. The average
delivered capacity to 1.5 volts for cells discharged under 1.0 ohm at -40°C,
-18°C, room temperature, and 71°C was 9.9, 13.1, 23.7, and 18.9 Ah respec-
tively. The average delivered capacity to 1.5 volts for cells discharged under
1.5 ohms at -40°C, -18°C, room temperature, and 71°C was 8.8, 13.9, 26.8, and
23.1 Ah respectively. The average delivered capacity to 1.5 volts for cells
discharged under 5.0 ohms at -40°C, -18°C, room temperature, and 71°C was
13.3, 19.2, 29.4, and 26.0 Ah respectively. The average delivered capacity to
1.5 volts for cells discharged under 10.0 ohms at -40°C, -18°C, room temp-
erature, and 71°C was 15.3, 23.7, 29.3, and 25.8 Ah respectively. Cells that
were discharged under 5.0 or 10.0 ohms delivered greater average capacity
than cells that were discharged under 1.0 or 1.5 ohms. As temperature was
increased from -40°C to room temperature, the average delivered capacity of
the cells increased. As temperature was increased from room temperature
to 71°C, average performance was shown to decrease. Temperature of two
cells per group was monitored throughout discharge. The rise in cell temp-





6.4.1 Short Circuit Tests
Short circuit tests were conducted on a total of 51 uninsulated cells under
resistances of 0.5, 0.1, or 0.05 ohms: with initial cell temperatures of room
temperature or 71°C. Cell voltage, current, and temperature were monitored
and recorded. Cell temperature was monitored utilizing a thermocouple taped
to the side of the cell.
The total heat generated during the short circuit condition was calculated
from the voltage, and current measurements. Three cells that were tested at
0.05 ohms at room temperature generated an average of 15.9 Kcal. Data are
not available for cells tested at 0.05 ohms at a temperature of 7 I°C. Three cells
that were tested at 0.1 ohms at room temperature generated an average of
17.7 Kcal, and three cells that were tested at 71°C generated an average of
26.6 Kcal. Three cells that were tested at 0.5 ohms at room temperature
generated an average of 42.6 Kcal, while three cells that were tested at 7 I°C
generated an average of 18.2 Kcal. The amount of heat used to raise the cell
temperature from the initial to the peak value was also calculated, and
compared to the amount of heat generated by the cell. Results indicate that
approximately 65 - 96% of the total heat generated is lost by a combination of
conductive, convective, and radiant effects, and thus the peak temperature of a
cell is not an accurate indicator of the amount of heat generated. Cells that
were not damaged or destroyed were discharged at room temperature under
20 ohm loads following short circuit testing. The cells delivered an average of
9.6 Ah to 1.5 volts.
6.4.2 Charging Tests
Charging tests were conducted on a total of 29 discharged cells and 29 fresh
cells at rates of 350 mA, 1.0 A, and 3.5 A. Cell voltage, current, and temp-
erature were monitored and recorded. The cells were discharged at room
temperature under 10 ohm loads following charging tests, and delivered an
average of 20.3 Ah to 1.5 volts. Fresh and discharged cells that were tested at
350 mA or 1.0 A did not evidence any physical changes. All of the fresh cells
that were tested at 3.5 A experienced case rupture while nine out of ten
discharged cells that were tested at 3.5 A did not evidence any physical
changes.
6.4.3 Overdischarge Tests
Overdischarge tests were performed on a total of 170 discharged cells over
three rates (350 mA, 2.0 A, and 5,0 A) and two temperatures (room temp-
erature and 71°C), with and without protective diodes. Current, voltage, and
cell temperature were monitored throughout testing. Cells that were tested
with protective diodes did not evidence any physical changes. One cell that
was tested at 350 mA (71°C) without diode protection evidenced a tempera-
ture spike and heat stain on its case. The remainder of the cells that were
tested at 350 mA without diodes did not evidence any physical changes or
significant temperature increases. Two cells out of twenty that were tested
at 2 A at room temperature without protective diodes evidenced heat stains,






















stains and/or case swelling. Twenty-five out of forty cells that were tested at
5 A without protective diodes evidenced heat stains and/or case swelling,
while nine cells out of forty vented.
6.4.4 High Temperature Exposure Tests
High temperature exposure tests were conducted on ten fresh and ten
discharged cells. The cells were exposed to a temperature of 149°C for
one hour. There was no evidence of electrolyte leakage in any of the cells.
The fresh cells were subsequently discharged at room temperature under
10 ohm loads, and then under 20 ohm loads. The cells delivered an average
of 28.7 Ah to 1.5 volts under 10 ohm loads. Delta capacities were negligible as
the cells were discharged to below 1.5 volts under 10 ohm loads.
6.4.5 Shock and Vibration Tests
Ten cells were subjected to shock and vibration testing, while an additional
group of ten cells were subjected to shock testing only. The shock test was
conducted with peak acceleration equal to 200 g's and duration equal to 0.5
milliseconds. The shock was applied in two directions along each of three
mutually perpendicular axes for a total of six shocks. The random vibration
test was conducted at three different levels (17.6, 20.1, and 24.9 GRMS), and
applied for 15 minutes per axis at each level. The cells were subsequently
discharged under 10 ohm loads at room temperature, and delivered an
average of 28.0 Ah to 1.5 volts. A 20 ohm delta discharge was performed.
The cells delivered negligible delta capacity as they were discharged below








1. B. Bragg - private communication
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Specification for Acceptance Testing and Lot Certification of Li/BCX Cells


















SPECIFICATION FOR ACCEPTANCE TESTING AND
LOT CERTIFICATION TESTING OF LI-BCX CELLS
AND BAI-TERIES FOR DELIVERY TO
NASA JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
I.O SCOPE
The cells and batteries covered herein are those described in
Appendix A hereto. Cells and batteries shall be manufactured















The following tests shall be performed prior to the tests of 3.0 on
every cell/battery submitted for delivery to NASA. Failure on any
test or measurement for which pass/fail criteria are given shall
result in rejection of the cell/battery which is nonconforming.
CELL X-RAYING
Prior to filling with electrolyte, each cell shall be X-rayed to
examine its as-built internal configuration. Two views shall be
taken. One view shall be perpendicular to the cylindrical side of
the cell can and include the entire height of the cell. The other
view shall be the same, except the cell shall be rotated about its
axis 90 ° It shall be permissible to make additional views of any
cell in which there appears to be a defect not clearly depicted in
the first two views.
!
X-ray inspection shall be performed per Electrochem Industries I
Quality Control Instruction 30.
Serialization
Prior to X-raying, and for the purpose of identifying each cell with
its X-ray picture, each cell shall have an identifying number placed
on its cylindrical surface with permanent marking ink in a place
which does not overlap legends on the cell. The number, along with
date/lot code legend, shall then be the unique identifying serial
number of each cell.
160°F EXPOSURE
After cell assembly has reached the stage where the cells have been
filled and sc_aled, but before addition of any further cell parts, all
cells shall be placed in an appropriate heating chamber or oven in
which the cell temperatures shall be brought to 160"F +IO'F as
measured by a thermocouple placed on the cylindrical surface of a
cell. More than one thermocouple should be used if doubt e×ists as
to uniformity of heating conditions in the chamber. _hen the cells
reached the above temperature control limits, they shall be kept
there for a period of 2 +0.1 hours. Cells shall then be permitted to
cool to within 5°F ambient room temperature before the tests of 2.2.3
are performed. After cooling, examine each cell for any permanent
deformation and for any damage to the glass hermetic seal. Reject
deformed cells or cells with cracked or broken seals, or cells
indicating any evidence of leakage.
2.2.2 In the Instance of multi-cell batteries, this test shall be performed
on the cells from which the batteries are to be made.
2.2.3 After completion of this test, all cells (including those to be
assembled into batteries) shall have their assembly completed and
shall then meet the following requirements by test or measurement.
2.2.3.1 Open circuit voltage (OCV) shall be 3.85 volts, minimum. Record OCV
versus serial number of all cells in the lot.
2.2.3.2 Load test each cell using the applicable load listed in Appendix A
for 90 +i0 seconds. At the end of this test, cell voltage shall be
at least 3.50 volts on load.
(I) Ail cells yielding at least 3.50 volts have passed the test.
(2) Any cell yielding less than 3.40 volts is a failure and shall be
rejected.
(3) Any cell yielding a voltage less than 3.50 volts, but not less
than 3.40 volts, shall be subjected to retest after a minimum
wait of 3 hours. If the voltage yielded on retest is still less
than 3.50 volts, the cell is a failure. No further retest is
permitted.
(4) Record time to 3.50 volts and load voltage at 90 seconds versus
serial numbers.
2.2.3.3 Diameter and length shall be within the tolerances shown on the
drawing listed in Appendix A. The length dimension shall be measured
along the central axis of the cell, including solder tabs if present.
Record length and diameter by cell serial number.
2.2.3.4 The weight of each cell shall be within the tolerances shown in
Appendix A. Record weight by cell serial number.
3.0 LOT CERTIFICATION
The following tests shall be passed su_cessfully prior to acceptance
by the Government and shall be performed on lot samples selected
randomly in the quantities given in 3.2. Failure on any test for
which pass/fail criteria are given shall result in lot rejection.
Cells shall be completely assembled for this test, except as noted.












































For purposes of lot sampling and without regard to the manufacturer's
system for date/lot coding of individual ceils, the Certification Lot
shall be all those cells which have been consecutively made within
two consecutive calendar days using a single batch of electrolyte mix
for fllling. Additionally, the ceils shall be made using one batch
only of lithium anode material, cathode mix and separator material.
SAMPLE SIZES
The sample sizes for the various tests requiring unused samples are
given below.













6%, but not less than 2 cells
6%, but not less than 2 cells
4%, but not less than I cell
I cell/lot
4 cells/lot
* Percent calculations shall be rounded upward to the next integer.
CAPACITY DISCHARGE
The sample cells each shall be discharged through a constant resist-
ance having the applicable value shown in Appendix A to a test end
voltage of 2.0 volts, while at a temperature of 70°F +lO°F at ambient
atmospheric pressure. The ampere-hours of capacity given by each
cell shall be calculated, and the arithmetic average of the ampere-
hour values determined. The average ampere-hours shall not be less
than the minimum average value specified in Appendix A. All
discharged samples shall subsequently be used in the Fuse Check Test
of 3.6. All cell capacities shall be reported to NASA.
HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE
All cells shall be placed in an appropriate heating chamber or oven
without touching each other. They shall be brought to a temperature
of 200°F +I0°F as measured by a thermocoup]e placed on the cylindrical
surface o--fa cell. More than one thermocouple should be used if
doubt exists as to uniformity of heating conditions in the chamber.
When the cells reach the above control limits, they shall be kept
there for 2.0 +0.I hours. They shall then be allowed to cool to
within 5°F of ambient room temperature before examination. They
shall then be visually examined and shall exhibit no venting or
leakage. To enhance the visua] examination, this test shall be run
with cells which have the cell headers exposed.
HIGII RATE DISCHARGE
Upon passing the High Temperature Exposure Test of 3.4, the sample
cells from that test shall each be discharged through the resistance








a temperature of 70"F +lO°F at ambient atmospheric pressure. The
ampere-hours of capacity given by each cell shall be c_Iculated and
reported to NASA. No pass/fail criterion applies to this test.
FUSE CHECK TEST
Upon passing the Capacity Discharge Test of 3.3, the sample cells
from that test shall be subjected to the Fuse Check Test, below.
Remove the terminal cap and hot melt glue under the cap, exposing
components under the cap, in a manner which results in no damage to
the fuse. Verify that all components are present between the cell
header and the terminal cap as specified in the drawing cited in the
purchase order or contract. If any part is missing, the lot shall be
rejected.
Using a constant current power supply, pass an amount of current
equal to twice the fuse rating through the fuse. The fuse shall blow
within 15 seconds of application of current. The power supply
connections should be made at the positive terminal post and the
terminal cap, thus including the fuse in a circuit external to the
cell. Failure of a fuse to blow as above shall result in failure of
the 1ot.
The cells shall then be used in performing the Overdischarge Tests of
3.7.
OVERDISCHARGE CAPABILITY TESTS
Take the same cells as in 3.6 (first 6% of each lot but at least two
(2) cells) and store them at room ambient temperature for 3 +I weeks.
After the storage period, place the cells on overdischarge according
to the table below. Use a constant current power supply in series
with each cell as the driving force for overdischarge. Bypass the
integral cell fuse for these tests and install a shunt diode on each
cell. For the 160°F tests, the cells may be overdischarged in series















































































Until a minimum of two
hours has elapsed at a
negative cell voltage.
16 +0.5 then 16 additional
hour_ with diodes removed.
Until a minimum of two
hours has elapsed at a
negative cell voltage.
16 +0.5 then 16 additional
hou_ with diodes removed.
Until a minimum of two
hours has elapsed at a
negative cell voltage.
16 +0.5 then 16 addltlona
hour_ with diodes removed
Until a minimum of two
hours has elapsed at a
negative cell voltage. __
+0.5
16 _ then 16 additional














If any of the cells tested at 160°F vents or explodes during the
first 16 hours of overdischarge while protected with a shunt diode,
the lot shall be rejected and a failure analysis performed by the
manufacturer. The test of single cells at room temperature and the
additional 16-hour test at 160°F without shunt diode protection are
for information and have no pass/fail criteria.
SHORT CIRCUIT TESTS
Sample cells selected for this test per 3.2 (4% of lot) shall have
their integral fuses bypassed and be short-circuit tested in suit-
able, protective chamber as follows.
Mount the cell by fastening it down lengthwise in a piece of angle
iron of the size given below, mounted to the chamber door. Place the
cell close to the door.




I" x i" x I/8" x 12"
[-I/2" × I-I/2" x 3/16" x 12"







Condition the cell to a temperature of 75 ° +lO°F, measured on the
cylindrical surface of the case. Subject the cell to a resistance
load between 35 and 50 milliohms. The resistance shall be the
minimum value which will not fuse internal plate tab connections.
Record cell voltage, current and temperature from the time 5 seconds
before switching on the load until test end (given below). The
record of at least the first 5 minutes should be on a strip chart.
Terminate load when cell temperature ceases to rise for at least 5
minutes.
After the cell temperatures have declined to 85°F or below, open the
chamber and examine the cells for evidence of venting, leaking,
bulging or other non-nominal condition. The cells shall not vent or
leak on this test.
300°F Exposure Test
The sample cell shall be in the same configuration as cells subjected
to the 160°F exposure test of 2.2. Place the cell in a thermal
chamber and raise the chamber temperature to 300°F +5°F at a rate not
to exceed 5°F per minute. When 300°F _+5°F is reached, as determined
by a thermocouple on the test cell, maintain temperature for a
minimum of fifteen (15) minutes. Then allow the temperature to
decrease back to 90"F or less. Examine the cell visually and examine
the glass-to-metal hermetic glass seal under at least seven power
(7x) magnification. The cell may exhibit permanent bulging, but
there shall be no evidence of electrolyte leakage anywhere on the
cell, especially at the glass seal and at welds. Evidence of
electrolyte leakage shall result in rejection of the lot.
Vibration
a. Subject the sample cells to random vibration according to the
following spectrum for 15 minutes in each of 3 mutually perpendicular
axes:
Frequency (Hz) Level
20 to 80 +3 db_octave
80 to 350 0.10g_/llz
350 to 2000 -3 db/octave
b. Continuously record open circuit Voltage of each cell for a time
period beginning 5 seconds (or more) before starting vibration and
ending 30 +5 seconds after completion of vibration in all three axes.
After the oTservation period, perform the load test of 2.2.3.2.
c. The open circuit voltage of any cell shall not change during the
;observation period of b., above. Cells shall meet the applicable
pass/fail criheria of the load test of 2.2.3.2.
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OUTLINE OF LOT CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
1.0 ACCEPTAMCE TEST (2.0)
I.I Serialization (2.1.3)
a. Lot number and quantity (each cell size)
b. Serial number (each cell)
1.2 X-rays (2,1)
a. Cell X-rays with serial numbers (2-views per cell minimum)
b. Date X-rays taken
c. Statement of examination results
].3 ]6O°F Exposure (2.2)
a. Data Sheet (approved) showing temperature exposure and thermocouple
location (2.2.1)
b. Cell voltage (OCV) and serial number (S/_) (2.2.3.1)
c. Cell S/N, time load voltage reached 3.50 V and load voltage at 90
+10 seconds (2.2.3.2)
d. Cell S/N, diameter, length and weight (2.2.3.3 and 2.2.3.4)
2.0 LOT CERTIFICATION (3.0)
2.1 Lot Definition (3.1)
a. Lot number and quantity
b. Manufacturing date(s)
2.2 Capacity Discharge Test (3.3)
a. Date(s) of test
b. Sample size and cell S/N
c. r<inimum average capacity requirement
d. Average capacity obtained
e, Individual cell capacities (attachment)
2.3 lligh Temperature Exposure (3.4)
a. Date(s) of test
h. Sample size and S/N
c. Test results (no leaks or vents, or q,antity of leaks or vents)
2.4 High Rate Discharge (3.5)
a. Date(s) of test
b. Load used























2.5 Fuse Check Test (3.6)
a. Date(s) of test
b. Results of test (al1 pass or quantity failed)
2.6 Overdlscharge Test (3.7)
a. Date(s) of test
b. Results of room temperature test
c. Results of 160°F test with diodes;
(I) No venting, or
(2) Quantity vented and duration of exposure at time of venting
(attachment)
d. Results of 160"F continuation test without diodes;
(I) No venting, or
(2) Quantity vented and duration of exposure at time of venting
(attachment)
2.7 Short Circuit Test (3.8)
a. Date(s) of test
b. Sample size and S/N
c. Peak current reached on each cell (attachment)
d. Temperature rise on each cell (attachment)
e. Time to reach peak current and peak temperature
2.8 Vibration Test (3.10)
a. Date(s) of test
b. Sample size and S/N's
c. Open circuit voltage during vibration test
d. Load voltage and load used
e. High rate discharge load and individual cell capacities (attachment)
2.9 300°F Exposure Test (3.9)
a. Date(s) of test
b. Cell S/N
c. Description of cell after test
2.10 Copies of all failure/discrepancy reports with material review action on
each.
2.11 Certification by the manufacturer's quality assurance manager that all
testing was performed according to requirements of this specification,
and that this report is complete and accurate.
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Lot Certification Test Results for NASA BCX 149 DD Cells Delivered to







PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
I RELIABILITY TEST RESULTSi IMODEL: NASA BCX149DD PN 3B2085-XA ! DATE: 17AUG89 ! REPORT NO: 89/069
TEST: SHORT-CIRCUIT
PURPOSE: Originator - S. Meyer (REF: E.I/TR# 89-111)
The purpose of this test is to satisfy the requiremenls of the NASA contracl NAS9-18142 with respect to lot
certification testing as per para 3.8 of NASA JSC document EP5-83-025, Rev B.
PARAMETERS:
Twenty-seven cells were submitted for test. The cells were short-circuit tested as per para 3.8 of NASA
JSC document EP5-83-025. A 33 milliohm resistor was placed in series wilh the cell to raise the
resistance of the short-circuit to 35 to 50 milliohms as specified. Cell voltage, current, and skin
temperature were monitored and recorded. Cells were visually examined after test.
TEST RESULTS: Refer to attached test table (Figure 1).
Short-Circuit
KEYWORDS:
ISTRIBUTION: B Websler S.Megor, G.kudwi 9 P.Krohl
DATE: ,..2/,¢_-/_7-77
DATE: :-z_ ,_.,_ j.,_
PAGE l (f/F, 4
FORM NO. 7044/0783 "REV A"
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mNA2A LOT CERTIFICATION SEQUENCE
P/H 3BZOSS-XA CCD ReY - NASA CONTRACT HAS 9- 10142
Eki'IFICATION LOT # / DATE CODES _/J q _/_/ 8 3V'_
PASSED ATP














A,,_. At, = _Z_#_Ah.
minimum
_s_:'_, _.¢ curves attac-hed
FUSE CHECI<
l#Jst blo_







200°F± I0 ° for 2±0.I Hr.




____ Ohm load at Rm. Temp.
t:I0pass/fail criteria
n--vl
S_IORT C _-CU IT
No Vent or Leakage




No change in 0C"¢
Load voltage =3.5V rain.
after 90 ± I 0 sec.
t_. Failed 0
HIGH RATE DISCHARGE
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TEST REPORT FOR CERTIFICATION LOT "/__ PART No 362085-XA Rev -
Contract No. NAS 9-18142
I.I SERIALIZATION







a) See x-rays in separate package.
b) Date of x-ray: 15/J,._/EL_?
160°F EXPOSURE
a) Chart and thermocouple locations: See recorder chart attached.




a) Battery or Cell Type 362085-XA Ray -
b) Electrolyte Lot Number: _I_O- o /
c) oateCodes:_a_.__,_,9_ a '/Ig









ITY DISCFiARGE TEST ,
Date(s) or Test: 1'7 J_-._ F'/
Sample Size: ___
Minimum Aversge Capacity Requirement: ___2jS_,,_,4/
Average Capacity Obtained: _>d:) _ h/
Load Used: /0 L)#_
Individual CellCapacities: Rundown Test Curves Attached
oote Codas_ndSe_-,o_N_,n,_e_-s:nz_2n- z_ 33__& .....




















c LOT CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
Re( P520IATP-0800 i/13
Contract No. NAS 9-17540
362085-XA Rev-
w
2.3 IIIGH TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE
6) Date(s) of Test: __u_L___qq
b) Sample Size:
I
c) Test Results: ._c_D"r,__dL_
d) Dote Codes and Serial Numbers: .,d___/_LgSJ__, _fJ
2.4 HIGH RATE DISCHARGE
a) Date(s) of Test: 17 v/_'j"_ _?
b) Sample Size:
c) Average Capacity Obtained: _27 ,q//'
d) Load Used: _/,.3" -o,4,'_
e) Individual Cell Capacities: Rundown Test Curves Attached
f) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: ,,gJ Y"_,q- I'_'/3_,,_/_
2.5 FUSE CHECK TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: _ /2_L/¢'_
b) Sample Size: &
c) Result of Test: ./)ad_L_
d) Date Codes and Serial Numbers:
_,-?
2.6 OVERDISCHARGETEST _ ,,_-_,_u.,n_z>_ /,_TCn_
a) Date(s) of Test: 14' iq_l______.___
b) Sample Size:
c) Result of RTTest: rO_'ce_"r,a,_L_;
d) Resultol" IGO°F Test With Diodes: /_e,_,_,_,_-_
e)
r)
Result of IGO°F Test Without Diodes: .Z/___p#?'S,CA_ d_l_'a? _







LOT CERTIFICATIOIY TEST REPORT
Ref PS281ATP-O80011B
Contract t_o. NAS 9- 17540
382085-XA Rev-
2.7 SHORT CIRCUIT TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: /_' F_7._4
b) Sample Size: Y"
c) Peak Current, Each Cell: See Attachment
d) Temperature Rise on Each Cell: See Attachment
e) Result of Test: ._z_E,°f4gz4
f) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: .t) _ z/'_/t"- /_/_//__
P ¢q -C j3,
2.8 VIBRATION TEST
a) Date(s) of Test:
b) Sample Size:
c) Result of Test:
Vendor
/gd e_,o f,_ 8 z B Attach Report From Testing
d) Oate Codes and Serial Numbers: .49'/9/)- ,.___0/ 4/./
2.9 300°F EXPOSURE TEST
a) Date of Test: /0 /_}q,___
b) One Unfinished (uafused) Cell
c) Result of Test: ,_eE/_f-,_L£
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_A2A LOT CERTIFI_TiON SEQUENCE
( P/N 3132085-XA CCD Roy - NASA CONTRACT NAS 9-1814Z










, _e ctir-Yes atta_
FU_£ CHEO<
l@_st blov
_-(th_n 15 sec_ at






3 ± 1 _ZI<. @ gJ-r,. Ten_p.
PASSED ATP









2_°F ± I0 ° for 2 ± 0.I _.
No Vent o_ Leaka_
.L___RATE DISCHARGE




tti Currfr, l I_rr,. Temp.
•,_ith Oio<]¢ Ct._t for-
t t,rs _t Heq '.'olta,]e
f'l.'j p_SS/lail Cr itt'<-i_
.....................
/_/Z_'_ _ d °
,_//i--"FE,,'t .L_,trr,E- ,/"
OVEKO IS-_Ct(/-_,_]E No.
Lo'_"current (_ 160°F Fail<_l
,_ilh Di,).1e t3J,,_t re<
I(>h(>crr-s
O
Ill] Mifll Z.< _u[dHrt"
CJ'.{f_D ISOt At2OE
I.ov c,xrrt-nl (_ 160°F
vitt.)_st Diode Sl,mt
fo_ I Ca l_.
n=l









Load yott_e :31 _ m _ I
after 90 ___I 0 see.
No. Fa_ 0
Hgl RATE DIS_E
I"5- Ohm _ad at _. Te_.
110 passlfaH c_iter-ia
3-3-CI'1.7,112_ g.l['-.' -
P_q_c- 1 of ,i
TEST REPORT FOR CERTIFICATION LOT " J
Contract No_ NAS 9-18 I-'12
PART No 382085-XA Rev -
I.l SERIAt,Zt,TIm_
_) DateCodesan_SerialNu,-obers:J_¢In - ¢,¢?_........./_,/_,n_g_z








a) See x-rays in separate package.
b) Date of x-ray: I-,_-/{• ,JLlg_Z_'l
160°F EXPOSURE
a) Chart and thermocouple locations: See recorder chart attached.
b),c) and d) OCV, Load Voltage, Dimensions: See separate report
3-3115/0489.
2.1 LOT DEFINITION
a) Battery or Cell Type 3B2085-XA Rev -
b) Electrolyte Lot Number: _,_'_I_o - _ /
c) Date Codes: -/_a¢'%z}. _J_IL_,__J_d__L
d) Pour Dates: __/_ q
2.2 CAPACITY DISCHARGE TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: ....!5 / V/u z _ _
b) Sample Size:
c) Minimum Average Capacity Requirement: J_ _ zgA/
d) Average Capacity Obtained: 3_o z_//
e) Load Used: 10 o///_'
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I
( LOT CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
Ref P528/ATP-08001/8








2.3 HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPOSU_RE
_) Date(s) of Test: ___/Y' J,L_._ 7
b) Sample Size: <7
¢) Test Results: _e_E_A_,LE
d) Oate Codes and Sedal Numbers: zT_VY_4 -/3/ /_/' t,
2.4 HIGH RATE DISCHARGE
a) Oate(s) of Test: _L_/____
b) Sample Size: q
c) Average Capacity Obtained: _ fo _ z-/
d) Load Used: I S o e'_
e) Individual Cell Capacities: Rundown Test Cu_'es Attached
f) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: ,__-'-_L___
_  xjsS8 ,
2.5 FUSE CHECK TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: _-2- /_'.___
b) Sample Size: ____
c) Result of Test: /gd_E_fi>6___
d) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: _8_'__ljZ__/__, _
2.60VERDISCHARGETEST- f-_.,,_,__o _ Z,_-r_ .D.,_r_ 1
a) Oate(s) of Test: _& /9_,?. _?
b) Sample Size:
c) Result of RTTest: __e_e-,._-#,_-_
d) Result of 1GO°FTestWithOiodes: //ec,_er-,_LE
e)
f)
Result of 160°F Test Without Diodes: jv"o p_?,_r,'_,_,-q_z4,'-'?_"
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LOT CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
Re[ P5281ATP-08001/8
Contract No. NAS 9-17540
3B2085-XA Rev -
2.7 SHORT CIRCUIT TEST







Peak Current, Each Ceil: See Attachment
Temperature Rise on Each Ceil: See Attachment
Result of Test: fg_E,,r, gdZE
Date Codes and Serial Numbers: Z,-2'9/I/)---_f-r_
2.8 VIBRATION TEST
a) Date(s) or Test: _f7
b) Sample Size: q" ""
c) Result of Test: z_6e ep_r'_a_-a
Vendor
d)
Attoch Report From Testing
Date Codes and Serial Numbers: ___(7<
!
2.9 300°F EXPOSURE TEST
a) Date of Test: I0/gqq.___
#
b) One Unfinished (unfused) Cell
c) Re_sult of Test: __L...&
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_A2A _OT CERTIFICATION SEQUENCE
/ PIN 382085-XA
CERTIFICATION LOT # -_
CCD Rev - NASA CONTRACT HAS 9-18142
PASSED ATP
(X-RAY, I&O ° OVEN,












AYe. t%,= _?_ Ah_
rr,_n_r_am
y .... :3 0
!
t_.. ue curves attached
FUSEE CHECK.
l_Jst blo-_







OVERT) ISCH ARGE ___
ISTORAGECONO ITION If'tO3 _ I WI<. @ F:m. T_p.
n=!
OVERD ISCH ARGE
Hi Current RITL Temp.
with Diode Shunt for
2 l_s al Ne 9. Voltage
No pas_/fail criteria
I
n = ,,,_ -o I
HIGH TENP. EXPOSURE
Headers Exposed
200°F± 10 ° for2±O.I Hr.









to',, currer, t @ 160°F
with Diode Shunt for
10 hours.
HO Vend or Ruplure
..[ rl =
OVERD ISCI I ARGE
Low c,jrr(.nt. _ 160°F
_itt,ou( Diode c.S-l,t_t







No Vent or Leakase
No. Failed I o
n=4 I
I VI_R ATICRI
No change _, OCV
Load voltaqe =3.5V m_n.
after 90 ±110 sec.
No. FaHed I c:_
I
HIGH RATE D_AROE
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TEST REPORT FOR CERTIFICATION LOT t
Contract No. NAS 9- 18142








a) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: d,.;'z/_6 -/p"_t,_V,Ll,_L_c.O,_..Lt_d'_,._4___ _7:
X-RAYS
a) See x-ra_qs in separate package.
b) Date of)<ray: Iff,.lo, a l U_HE__/.
160°F EXPOSURE
a) Chart and thermocouple locations: See recorder chart attached.
b), c) and d) OCV, Load Voltage, Dimensions: See separate report
3-3115/0489.
LOT DEFINITION
a) Battery or Cell Type 382085-XA Rev -
b) Electrolyte Lot Number: _¢_'IL,o-_,l _d_,,__c) Date Codes: . C_'_"_2_.__##,Z'_._ ._qY_
d) Pour Dates: .2o d_ld# at_ / ,,_/ Mz__P_
CAPACITY DISCHARGE TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: _I_ _#_-M_
|
b) Sample Size: 2-o
c) Minimum Average Capacity Requirement: _.__9_ ,4/
d) Average Capacity Obtained: ___o
e) Load Used: /_ o_/'Avl
f) Individual Cell Capacities: Rundown Test Curves Attached


















3-Z.063/126 ° PEv -







LOT CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
Ref P528/ATP-O8001/B
Contract No. NAS 9-17540
3B2085-XA Rev-
2.3 HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE
a) Date(s) of Test: /V Ja'[J/J-_
b) Sample Size: o_ o
c) Test Results: ___eetPr4gl_-
d) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: d,a¢ _tj- /,_-t--qJr_t,,-'%_d-ltl/'_'J_ft -
2.4 HIGH RATE DISCHARGE







Sample Size: _ o
Average Capacity Obtained: _L, /9AI
Load Used: /.d" ,9_/"4
Individual Cell Capacities: Rundown Test Curves Attached




2.5 FUSE CHECK TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: ,,t_ /)_,_._?
b) Sample Size: o_ o
c) Result of Test: 19ecG,_z._i____&___
Date Codes and Serial Numbers: _C_6-tzf___,d _,, dd_?e-3_z_2_.__
2.60VERDISCHARGE TEST -- f_'_"_'_ @ X._r-6_ .__#r__
a) Date(s) of Test: / 7,,_ /_,,?.&'_
b) Sample Size: ___d_ #
c) Result of RT Test: _/_c__fn_6____




Result of 160°F Test Without Diodes: z,t/,_ P_,_r_'e,_- C#'_'°_ "e
Date CodesondSenal Numbers: _a_'f /_-,_3/e-_¢_,6 -z_rl/t _t_f
C # q9 e - ]3r._q__ .1 _..]:) 2Y_A -3°l._'['Z ( .t._._¢_.._._ - ZD__Zc_T__2_['_C- Ill
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LOT CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
Ref P528/ATP-0800 I18
Contract No. NAS 9-17540
3B2085-XA Rev-
2.7 SHORT CIRCUIT TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: __ -_/_,____
b) Sample Size: 13
I
c) Peak Current,Each Ceil-See Attachment
d) Temperature Rise on EachCell: See Attachment
e) Result of Test: _.z__,_ -_"
f) Date Codes and SeMal Numbers: C_I -Sz//_9_-_ D_0¢I" "'-- ,4-e_'/rr/_',
- t
2.8 VIBRATION TEST _
a) Date(s) of Test: JZ_uzq_Y',Y
i/b) Sample Size:
c) Result of Test: z_deEef,_8_E
d)
Attach Report From Testing
Vendor
Date Codes and Serial Numbers: _.__Q__z_'__ 0 z/'_h- z._;l_'_-_?l
_Ea q e- ?,
2.9 300°F EXPOSURE TEST
a) Date of Test: . /oh_?.6_
b) One Unfinished (unfused)Cell
c) Result of Test: __z_&Prhl'zL:
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( P/N 38208S-×A CCD Re,,, - NASA CONTRACT NAS 9-18142
EERTIFICATION LOT _ ¢ DATE CODES _]_9_Jfq_
r
PASSEl) ATP






AYe. Ah = _ Ah.
minin-_Jm
Ys..'" = 30










200°F ± !0':' for 2 ± O.l Hr.
No Vent oc Leakage
I_.. Failed I O
1
"= g t
I HIO_ RATE I)ISCHAROE

















Load voltage =S.SV min.
after 90 ± 10 see.
HIGH RATE DISC_IARGE
j_'_-__ Ohm Toad at P.m. Temp.
t'tO pass/fail crHeria
1
OVERD ISCH AROE I
STOR AGE
CONO ITION INO
S + I _?I<. (_ Rm. Temp.
°=, ]
OVERD ISCH ARGE
Ili Current Rrr,. Temp.
with Diode Shunt for




Low current @ I60%
with D_.>de Sh,_d for
I 6 heur_.
NO Ven[ or f_,mture
tto. }
Failed I
" Cl _ S
O'_'EI_,D I,SCIARGO_
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eTEST REPORT FOR CERTIFICATION LOT t __
Contract No. NAS 9-18142










a) See x-rays in separate package.
b) Date of x-ray: ____Z/__j#/-q_____9
/
160°F EXPOSURE
a) Chart and thermocouple locations: See recorder chart attached.




a) Battery or Cell Type 382085-XA Rev -
b) Electrolyte Lot Number: ___ZJl___/-dl
c) Date Codes: _,._/2,:2__2_
d) Pour Dates: o_o _]UCt/_'
CAPACITY DISCIJARGE TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: 8]
b) Sample Size:
c) Minimum Average Capacity Requirement: ___--_ __//
d) Average Capacity Obtained: __c,
e) Load Used: __Jo z__'/_
f) Individual Cell Capacities: Rundown Test Curves Attached
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I
LOT CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
Ref P5281ATP-08001/8








2.3 HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE
a) Date(s) of Test: 11 £_z_______....
b) Sample Size: ___;
c) Test Results: _ cC_C_____M_L
d) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: _,_W$_q_-.3oe_
2.4 HIGH RATE DISCHARGE
a) Date(s) of Test: /'7 [//vl_f,_?'
b) Sample Size: _ /
c) Average Capacity Obtained: o2(i 8//
d) Load Used: ,/..S"
e) Individual Cell Capacities: Rundown Test Curves Attached
f) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: __,21_rh--S_ ._Tty'5-
2.5 FUSE CHECK TEST
a) Date(s) of Test: _ /2_4.d?
b) Sample Size:
c) Result of Test: _e_-_l!__
d) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: __zg_____-__:P/_/__IP_,5___2_?__'___-_/_
2.60VERDISCHARGE TEST- ,r_x_.o',f_'__ _f--z S_,_z-E /
a) Date(s) of Test: __/_S/6"EP_ _ '_
b) Sample Size: l.
c) Result of RT Test: _ /P_c _,of,4_L._
d) Result of 160°F Test With Diodes: _/!_e__e_'_(-_
e) Result of 160°F Test Without Diodes: _.,_/,_ p_jl_.(_ _,_.o_-_--





LOT CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
Ref P5281ATP-080011B
Contract No. NAS 9-17540
3B2085-XA Rev- i
I
2.7 SHORT CIRCUIT TEST







Peak Current, Each Cell: see Attachment
Temperature Rise on Each Cell: See Attachment
Result of Test: /L)_'e'_'_4_'E
oateCodesa_dSena_Numbers:_'_ _-_"Z s. ,9__,_-n_
2.8 VIBRATION TEST
a) Date(s) Of Test: le.,z:)_c/:_x_
zf --b) Sample Size:
c) Result of Test: _ Attach Report From Testing
Vendor
d) Date Codes and Serial Numbers: d)J_'?//_,_,3_ _,q2i'--3o _'f/
_ - .... jf
2.9 300°F EXPOSURE TEST
a) Date of Test: _/o I)qq- g_
I
b) One Unfinished (unfused) Cell
c) Result of Test: _c_,°_4_ ,rE


























BCX ]qgDD - 3B2085-XA
NASA LOT CERTIFICATION
CAPACITY DISCHARGE
S/N ]8059 [] A2q9A S/N 18060 0 A249A
S/N ]8061 _ A2q9A S/N 18062 + A249B
S/N 18063 X A2qgB S/N 18064 _ R249B





















B, WEBSTER S. EBEL
R, STINEBR[NG B. NEUMRNN
R. SRM[T
P'LOT[REV. 3. II
i iillilii i!ii i
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AMPERE flOURS
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BCX lqBDD - 3B2085-XA
NASA LOT CERTIFICATION
CAPACITY DISCHARGE
S/N 18071 [] B249C SIN 18072 0 B249C
SIN ]8073 ± B249C SIN ]807q + c2qgB
SIN 18075 X C249B SIN 18076 _ C2q9B
DISCHARGED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE UNOEA A ]0 OHH LOAD
P. KREHL B. WEBSTER S. EBEL
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S/N 18078 _ C249C
S/N 18080 + O2q9R
S/N 18082 _ D249R































































S/N 18084 0 D249B
S/N 18086 + 0249C
S/N 18088 _ E249A
UNDER A 10 OHM LOAD
P, KREHL B. WEBSTER S. EBEL
O, S[EM[NSKI R. 5TINEBRING B, NEUMRNN
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H]OH TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE
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Ra_ Vihratlon Testing per document CP-5-83-025 Rev. B
Sixteen (16) BC:<149 "DD" cells, P/N: 3B2085-XA
S/N's" 32,41,17,B249B/3,25, 24, 9, 42,D249C/3, 27,
46, 22, 24, 33, 30, 45
D
DATE TEST CKIvIPLETED: August 18, 1989









w1.0 RANIN]M VIBRATIC_q TESTIIX[;
The random vibration test was conducted in accordanc_ with the following
poeer spectral density:
F_que_y (Hz.) _%cr___leraticn (G2/Hz.)
20 to 80 +3 clb/_
80 to 350 0.1
350 to 2000 -3 clb/_
w
.,..,,
The cells were random vibrated using the above power spectral density
profile in each of the three (3) perpendicular axes for a duration of 15
minutes per axis.
2.0 TEST RESULTS
No physical damage _ %o the test items as a result of the randsm
vibratic_ test. Please refer to Appendix A of this test report for test data
sheets.
u
3.0 TEST _ LIST
Name ___9: r-'_del
Vibration System U/D SDII
Serial No.
Plotter Primeline R?_it 7181453.3
70LLMSweep Generator Trig Tek
Analyzer Trig Tek 7501A
Vibration Prot. Trig Tek 620B
M_dtor
Ct_ Trig Tek 80113
59alti Level Trig Tek 831A











































Temperature vs. Time on Test
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Temperature vs. Time on Test
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Temperature vs. Time on Test
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Temperature vs. Time on Test
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Temperature vs. Time on Test














































Temperature vs. Time on Test
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Temperature vs. Time on Test
























B Temperature vs. Time on Test
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Temperature vs. Time on Test
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Temperature vs. Time on Test
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Quality Control Department Destructive Analysis Report 90 - _.._ -
Model: BC-.X !_ 1)O Dale Code: E _q'_ 13 -._ RGN: ___A
Reason for DA: l__ _ e _ D__H_ _ _ O_ T E_ _
OCV Without Fuse: _'. _ _ 20 _ Load, Withoul Fuse: 2, _'5
Lead-to-Pin Weld: Undamaged
Crimp Weld: Undamaged (I._ Crimp Weld Not Required on this Model ( )
Anode-Lead-to-Case Welds: Undamaged (M""
Examination of Anode Assembly:
VEt_.'(" L I_H1- 5/,q(-/"-_
Approximate Lithium Utilization: 5 %
Examination of Cathode Assembly:
WET" EcE_z LBL_, N_ow P_ o D lZCT'_%
Examination of Separators: Not Possible Due to Discharge ( )
Other Observations:
_/,4o INIbtc_l 1"1o _ oF D I_cI.-IAR.&_, },,_IIELD.$, .z_,_'O
1
w Technician: _._'/-g__ _'_ Date: I?.. F EI'__o Page_/I of I
Dist: D. Sieminski(), S. Ebol (), R. Samil (), R. Neumann (), M. Pyszczek ()
P. Krehl (), M. Zelinsky (), D. Spillman (), _. I_ F__,( F__I
1
Appendix E N











































ORIGINATOR: S. Meyer (REF: E.I/TR#89-111)
PURPOSE:
The purpose of these tests is to satisfy the requirements as stated in NASA Contract NAS9-18142,
Section C (statement of work), Item D Task 4 (cell abuse tests), Para I (short-circuit tests).
PARAMETERS:
Cell short-circuit tests are to be performed on ten cells each at resistances of 500 milliohms,
100 milliohms, and 50 miltiohms at both room temperature and 71% (total = 60 cells). Celt
voltage, current, and skin temperature were monitored and recorded. Cell temperature was
monitored utilizing a type K lhermocouple taped to the side of the cell approximately midpoint
between the ends. Tests were terminated 15 minutes after the temperature peaked and began 1o
decrease. Cells not destroyed or damaged by this test were returned and discharged at room
temperature under a 20 ohm load.
RESULTS:
See Figures I - 6
NOTE: Two of the test conditions were terminated per S. Meyer due to the fact thai violent
reactions causing severe damage to ovens occurred. These reactions occurred on cells being
tested at 71°C under 50 milliohm and 100 milliohm Ioads..Thisinformation was relayed to
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1Quality Control Department Destructive Analysis Report 90 - .5"Z- -
Model: /3dX/q$ DD DateCode: _'Z.q_C"-3/ RGN: ,&/A
ReasonforDA: (_R_5/-I'_CEL.t- }NEt,IT TO f
OCV Without Fuse: _E'LOW"_20 O Load, Without Fuse: O. oo
Lead-to-Pin Weld: Undamaged (J_f
Crimp Weld: Undamaged (_V" Crimp Weld Not Required on this Model ( )
Anode-Lead-to-Case Welds: Undamaged (_
Examination of Anode Assembly:
Approximate Lithium Utilization: %
Examination of Cathode Assembly:
/V_,7" ,_'Eq_diReP





..y- O__O,#T_z.,4TC-P 4,qOU,,Ji::, 3'...q ,z.
n
Technician:'l_._J-P-J_ Dale: ZZ.__i_ '_C) Page I of I
Dist: D. Sieminski(), S. Ebel (), R. Samit (), R. Neumann (), M. Pyszczek ( )
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Charging Test Report 90-013
= =
n
- . , ....... ,4.°... _ .....
RELIABILITY I"EST RESULTS
MODEL: _X]_49DD ' ()B208,5-X#,) , [ DATE: 21_FEI3p0
TEST: CHARGE , (REF: NAS9-18142)
REPORT NO: 90/()13
ORIGINATOR: S. Meyer (REF: E.I/TR#89-111)
PURPOSE:
The purpose of these tests is to satisfy the requirements as stated in NASA Contract NAS9-18142,
Section C (statement of work), Item D Task 4 (cell abuse tests), Para 2 (charging tests).
PARAMETERS:
Charging tests are to be performed on ten cells each of both fresh and discharged unils al lhree
different charging rates. Charging rates of 350mA, 1A and 3.5A were used. A tolal of 60 cells
were lested. Charging limes corresponding to rate were as follows:
Rate Timg.. (Min)
350 mA 96 Hrs
1A 24 Hrs
3.5A 5 Hrs
Voltage required to push the desired current was attained by adjusting the power source. The
voltages are included in the test tables.
All fresh cells not destroyed by these tests were returned and discharged at room lemperalure
under a 10 ohm load.
RESULTS:
See Figures 1 - 6
Figure 1 - Fresh Cells at 350mA
Figure 2 - Fresh Ceils at 1A
Figure 3 - Fresh Cells at 3.5A
Figure 4 - Discharged Cells at 350mA
Figure 5 - Discharged Cells at 1A
Figure 6 - Discharged Cells al 3.5A
NOTE: All fresh cells which were charged at the 3.5 ampere rale ruptured as a resull of lhe lest.
.......
I:D.T,,,...,o. Meyer, E. T...a..._6/uchi, W. Clark
DATE:
DATE:zS"
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Overdischarge Test Report 90-016
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DATE: 30MAY90 REPORT NO: 90/044
ORIGINATOR: S. Meyer (REF: E.I/TR#89-111)
PURPOSE: The purpose of these tests is to satisfy the requirements as stated in NASA Contract
NAS9-18142, Section C (statement of work), Item D Task 4 (cell abuse tests), Para 3
(overdischarge tests).
PARAMETERS: Overdischarge testing shall be performed on a minium of 10 cells per test
condition over as many as three rates, two temperatures, with and without protective diodes.
Also a minimum of 10 cells per test condition over the three rates, two temperatures are to be
tested with out diodes only. All tests are to be run for a minimum of 16 hours.
Rates to be tested include 350 mA, 2 amperes, and 5 amperes. Test temperatures are to be room
temperature ambient and 71°C. A total of 120 cells are to be tested over 180, sixteen hour test
regimes. The cells tested have come from the performance testing (task 3) and are all EOL units.
Cell voltage, power source current and skin temperature were monitored and recorded.
RESULTS:



















1 - 350mA at Room Temperature without diodes only
2 - 2A at Room Temperature without diodes only
3 - 5A at Room Temperature without diodes only
4 - 350mA at 71°C without diodes only
5 - 2A at 71°C without diodes only
6 - 5A at 71°C without diodes only
7 - 350mA at Room Temperature with diode
8 - 350mA at Room Temperature without diode
9 - 2A at Room Temperature with diode
10 - 2A at Room Temperature without diode
11 - 5A at Room Temperature with diode
12 - 5A at Room Temperature without diode
13 - 350mA at 71°C with diode
14 - 350mA at 71°C without diode
15 - 2A at 71°C with diode
16 - 2A at 71°C without diode
17 - 5A at 71°C with diode
18 - 5A at 71°C without diode
NOTE: For Figures 7 - 18 the same len cells were used to test both the with diode and without
diode test results (total of 60 cells).
APPROVED BY:
DISTRIBUTION: S. Meyer, E. Takeu_hi, W. Clark
FORM NO. 7044/0783 "REV A"
DATE: "_'/,,,'_/_ y _0
DATE:
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Ref: Y_A File No.: C89E-02.20
Attention: Mr. T. [_n[lhreyville
Dear Tom:
Enclosed please find the test report for the shock and vibration
testing conducted on (20) model BCXI49DD ceils.
_e shock test was conducted with peak acceleration equal to 200 g's
and the duration equal to 0.5 milliseconds. The shock was applied in tm_
directions along each of the three mutually perpendicular axes for a total of
six shocks.
The random vibration test was conducted at _u_ae different levels -
17.6 GRMS, 20.1 GRMS, and 24.9 GRMS. The vibration was applied for 15
minutes/ayis at each of the three levels.

































Shock - 200 G's for 0.5 in two directions along
each of (3) mutually per_cular axes.
Vibration - Level I: 17.6 G's RMS
Level 2: 20.1 G's RMS
Level 3: 24.9 G's RMS
Test articles were vibrated for 15 minutes/axis
at each level indicated.
(20) BCXI49DD Cells
S/N: 22, 32, 27, 18, A299B3,
Subjected to Shock Test
19, 37, 8, 7, D299A3
S/N: 48, 35, 14, 21, 44, 26, 30, 18, 12, 34
Subjected to Vibration Test
September29, 1989
No physical damage_ to the cells as a
result of the shock and vibration
3.0 TEST[_JIPMENT
ITHM DESCRIPTION MFG MODEL










2 Signal Oonditic_r P(_ 482A 3453 8/28/89 2/28/89
i
3 Oscilloscope HP 54200A





Vibration System U/D SDII 8/28/89 2/28/90
i
7
Sweep Generator Trig-Tek 701LM
Vibration Protector Trig-Tek 620B
Monitor
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